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CAN PRAYER BE PROVEN TO WORK?

1. This chapter explores prayer as a proven practice. Be-
fore reading this, did you ever think about the impor-
tance of proving that prayer works?

2. When debating whether or not prayer can be proven to 
work, C. S. Lewis writes, “Empirical proof and disproof 
are . . . unobtainable. But this conclusion will seem less 
depressing if we remember that prayer is request” (p. 6). 
How does Lewis come to this conclusion? Why does it 
matter that “prayer is request”?

3. “Prayer is either a sheer illusion or a personal contact 
between embryonic, incomplete persons (ourselves) 
and the utterly concrete Person” (p. 10). Does this chal-
lenge your approach to prayer?

WHY MAKE REQUESTS OF GOD IF HE ALREADY KNOWS 

WHAT WE NEED?

1. In this chapter, Lewis presents a common objection to 
prayer: “I don’t think it at all likely that God requires 
the ill-informed (and contradictory) advice of us 
humans as to how to run the world. If He is all-wise, 
as you say He is, doesn’t He know already what is best? 
And if He is all-good won’t He do it whether we pray or 
not?” (p. 15). Are you familiar with this objection? How 
would you answer it?
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2. In this chapter, Lewis describes “two sorts of prayer” 
(p. 16). What are they, and what does he say about them?

DO OUR PRAYERS DEPEND ON HOW DEEPLY WE FEEL 

OR MEAN THEM?

1. About his own prayer life, Lewis recounts, “I set myself 
a standard. No clause of my prayer was to be allowed to 
pass muster unless it was accompanied by what I called 
a ‘realisation’, by which I meant a certain vividness of 
the imagination and the affections” (p. 24). Right before 
this quote, Lewis refers to this “realisation” as foolish 
(p. 24). Why does he do this?

2. How has reading this chapter impacted your under-
standing of the role of emotion in prayer?

ISN’T IT PRESUMPTUOUS FOR US TO BRING OUR 

CONCERNS BEFORE GOD?

1. “To put ourselves thus on a personal footing with God 
could, in itself and without warrant, be nothing but 
presumption and illusion. But we are taught that it is 
not” (p. 34). Do you agree? How does Lewis support 
this claim?

2. “It is no use to ask God with factitious earnestness for 
A when our whole mind is in reality filled with the 
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desire for B. We must lay before Him what is in us, not 
what ought to be in us” (p. 38). How good are you at 
bringing what is really in you to God? What makes this 
challenging?

HOW DOES PRAYER FIT WITH THE IDEA OF GOD’S 

PROVIDENCE? ARE WE ASKING FOR MIRACLES WHEN 

WE PRAY?

1. “[There are] two classes of events and two only—
miracles and natural events” (p. 41). Before reading 
this chapter, how did you understand the relationship 
between these two? How do you see it now?

2. “We must not picture destiny as a film unrolling for 
the most part on its own, but in which our prayers 
are sometimes allowed to insert additional items. On 
the contrary; what the film displays to us as it unrolls 
already contains the results of our prayers and of all our 
other acts” (pp. 56–57). How does this film imagery 
provide fresh insight into this complex aspect of prayer? 

DOES PRAYER REQUIRE MORBID INTROSPECTION OF 

OUR SINS?

1. “If we are beginners in the Christian life, we have 
nothing to make the fatal flaw clear to ourselves. Does 
the person with a smelly breath know it smells? Or 
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does the Club bore know he is a bore?” (pp. 59–60). 
Whether you consider yourself a beginner or not, have 
you experienced what Lewis describes about the igno-
rance of a novice? How, then, do you think we discover 
our flaws?

2. “Does Christianity encourage morbid introspection? 
The alternative is much more morbid. Those who do 
not think about their own sins make up for it by think-
ing incessantly about the sins of others. It is healthier to 
think of one’s own. It is the reverse of morbid” (p. 63). 
Have you ever experienced this dynamic in your own 
life? How might this idea challenge you to think about 
[your] own sins in a new way?

WHAT ARE TIPS FOR AVOIDING GOD AND PRAYER 

ALTOGETHER? (A DEVIL’S PERSPECTIVE)

1. The Screwtape Letters used satire to address many 
complex Christian topics, including prayer. How does 
thinking about things from “a devil’s perspective” chal-
lenge or convince you about your own approach to 
prayer?

2. Lewis offers four tips from “a devil’s perspective” (a ref-
erence to The Screwtape Letters) on “avoiding God and 
prayer altogether”: “(1) Make Sure Your Prayers Are 
Especially ‘Spiritual,’ (2) Believe You Are Not a Very 
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Good Christian, (3) Treat Prayers as Tests of God, and 
(4) Focus on Your Own State of Mind.” Which of these 
have you ever found yourself following? What was the 
result?

HOW DOES PRAYER BECOME A REGULAR PRACTICE  

FOR US?

1. “One mustn’t make the Christian life into a punctilious 
system of law . . . [for] two reasons (1) It raises scruples 
when we don’t keep the routine (2) It raises presump-
tion when we do” (p. 90). In your own opinion, what 
are the potential pitfalls of habitual prayer? What are 
the potential benefits?

2. “What most often interrupts my own prayers is not 
great distractions but tiny ones—things one will have 
to do or avoid in the course of the next hour” (p. 93). 
What tiny distractions interrupt your prayers? How 
could you remove some of them?

HOW CAN WE GET OUT OF OUR OWN WAY AND PRAY?

1. Lewis confesses, “This is my endlessly recurrent temp-
tation: to go down to that sea (I think St. John of the 
Cross called God a sea) and there neither dive nor 
swim nor float, but only dabble and splash, careful not 
to get out of my depth and holding on to the lifeline 
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which connects me with my things temporal” (p. 99). 
What impact might this temptation have on your spiri-
tual life?

2. “For it is not so much of our time and so much of our 
attention that God demands; it is not even all our time 
and all our attention: it is ourselves” (p. 101). Have you 
ever actually brought your full self to God? What was 
that experience like? How can we strive toward this 
ideal in our prayers?

HOW DO WE MAKE SURE IT IS THE REAL “I” WHO 

STANDS BEFORE THE REAL “THOU” IN PRAYER?

1. “[My ‘I’ encountering God’s ‘Thou’ through prayer] 
itself is, at every moment, a possible theophany. Here is 
the holy ground; the Bush is burning now” (p. 107). Do 
you see prayer as this “I”/“Thou” encounter?

2. Lewis suggests, “Only God Himself can let the bucket 
down to the depths in us” (pp. 108–109). How can 
prayer be a tool that God uses to do this?

HOW CAN WE BE LIKE DAVID AND PRAY WITH DELIGHT?

1. Do you have “that same delight in God which made 
David dance” (p. 111)? How might we pray with more 
delight?
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2. Lewis notes that he prefers the term “appetite for 
God” more than “love for God” (p. 120). What is the 
difference? Do you have a preference between the two 
terms?

HOW DO WE MAKE SENSE OF WHAT THE NEW 

TESTAMENT TEACHES ABOUT PRAYER?

1. Before reading this chapter, how did you make sense of 
the promises of Mark 11:24 in light of (1) observable 
reality and (2) the prayer of Jesus in Gethsemane? How 
do you make sense of it now?

2. How would you summarize the New Testament’s de-
scription of prayer?

HOW DO WE PRAY WHILE GRIEVING?

1. How did grief affect Lewis’s prayer life? How does it 
affect yours?

2. “When I lay these questions before God I get no an-
swer. . . . It is more like a silent, certainly not uncom-
passionate, gaze. As though He shook His head not in 
refusal but waiving the question. Like, ‘Peace, child; 
you don’t understand’ ” (p. 136). How do you interpret 
silence from God in prayer?
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CAN WE PRAY TO AVOID SUFFERING IF IT IS GOOD FOR 

OUR SOUL?

1. Lewis describes a “paradox about tribulation in Chris-
tianity” (p. 137). What is this paradox? How have you 
experienced this in your own life?

2. In this chapter, Lewis describes “(1) the simple good 
descending from God, (2) the simple evil produced by 
rebellious creatures, and (3) the exploitation of that evil 
by God for His redemptive purpose, which produces 
(4) the complex good to which accepted suffering and 
repented sin contribute” (p. 138). How might being 
aware of these four things help you in your under-
standing of the nature of suffering and the relationship 
between suffering and prayer?

HOW DO WE STAY HOPEFUL WHEN GOD REPEATEDLY 

SAYS NO TO OUR REQUESTS FOR RELIEF?

1. Do you ever feel guilty about your anxieties and see 
them as a “defect of faith”? Why is that? How would 
things change if you saw them, instead, as sharing in 
“the Passion of Christ” (p. 146)?

2. “In Gethsemane a very strange and significant thing 
seems to have happened” (p. 146). For Lewis, what does 
the prayer of Jesus in Gethsemane teach us about the 
nature of prayer itself?
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FINAL QUESTIONS

1. Which question from this book did you most resonate 
with? Which answer from this book did you most reso-
nate with? Why?

2. Which aspect of your own prayer life has been most 
impacted by reading this book? Why?

3. How might prayer look different for you from now on?
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